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It is shown that Horn’s fixed point theorem is true for any locally convex 
topological vector space. This result improves the recent result of Burton and 
Dwiggins. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
In [6], W. A. Horn obtained the following fixed point theorem. 
THEOREM (Horn). Let S, c S, c S, be convex subsets of a &much space 
A’, with So and S, compact and S, open relative to S,. Let f: S, + X be a 
continuous mapping such that, for some integer m > 0, 
f’(S1)cS2, ldj<m-1, 
f’(s,)~sm m<j<2m-1. 
Then f has a fixed point in S,. 
Recently, in [4], T. A. Burton and D. P. Dwiggins showed that Horn’s 
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fixed point theorem is true for a locally convex topological vector space 
(Y, p) consisting of the continuous functions cp: (- co, 0] + R” with 
m 2-kpk(% $1 
‘(” ‘) = ,c, 1 + pk((p> J/)’ 
where pk(‘p, @)=max-,.,.O IIq(s)-@(s)ll and II.11 is any convenient 
norm on R”. 
In the present note, we shall prove that Horn’s fixed point theorem is 
true for any locally convex topological vector space, and the condition that 
S, is convex can be omitted. 
Let S be a subset of a topological vector space X, and f: S -+ X a mapping. 
Let P = {p} and Q = {q) be two sets of continuous linear functionals on 
X. P is said to be determined by Q relative to S and f, if for each p E P and 
E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 and a finite subset r of Q such that if U, v E S, 
u-v~N~,~= {xi I&)l < 4 qE r), then M.f(u)) - ~(f(u))l -CC. 
Let S be a compact subset of a locally convex topological vector space 
X with the weak topology TV and f: S + X a continuous mapping. Then if 
P is a countable subset of X* (the dual space of X), there exists a 
countable self-determined (relative to S and f) subset of X* such that 
P c Q, and if P is determined by Q relative to S and f, then q(u) = q(u) 
(u, VES), qE Q, implies that p(f(u))= p(f(u)), PEP (cf. [5, p. 4544551). 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a locally convex topological vector space, 
S,C S, c S, subsets of X, So and S, compact and convex, and S, open 
relative to S,. Let f: S2 + X be a continuous mapping such that, for some 
integer m > 0, 
.f’(s,)~s,> l<j<m-1, 
f’(S,)= SO, m<j<2m-1. 
Then f has a fixed point in So. 
Proof: It is known that the topology of X is stronger than the weak 
topology of X, and a continuous one-to-one mapping from a compact 
space to a Hausdorff space is a homeomorphism. Hence, we may assume 
that X has the weak topology without affecting the hypotheses of the 
theorem. 
Clearly, if So contains only one point then the theorem is true. 
Now suppose that So contains two distinct points, u and u, and let p be 
a continuous linear functional such that p(u) # p(v). Since So c S, c S, and 
S, is open relative to S,, the set S, - S, = (x; XE S,, x4 S,} does not 
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intersect So and is compact. By virtue of [7, p. 9, Theorem 1.101, there is 
a neighborhood W of the origin in X such that 
((S,-S,)+ W)n(S,+ W)=@. 
Since X is a locally convex topological vector space, we may assume that 
W is a convex neighborhood of the origin in X. Since 
s,-s,c u {x+W 
.x ts1- s, 
and S, - S1 is compact, there exist x1, . . . . x, in S, - S, such that 
n 
S2-S,c U (Xi+ w}. 
i= 1 
According to [7, p. 58, Theorem 3.4(a)], we see that for each 1 < id n, 
there exists a real continuous linear functional pi on X and Y~E R such that 
Pl(X)C~idPi(Y) (1) 
for every x E {xi + W} and for every y E S,,. 
Let P = {pi} be a countable self-determined (relative to S2 and f) subset 
of X* such that {p, PI, . . . . p,} c P. Without loss of generality, we may 
suppose that every pi is a non-zero real functional on X. For each x E X, 
define 
H(x) = {PI(X), ...? P,(X), 4. 
Then H is a continuous linear mapping from X into 1,. Let pi(&) = Bb, 
p,(S,) = B’,, p,(S,) = Bi, and pi(f(S,)) = J’. Then Bb c B’, c Bi, Bb 
and Bi are compact, and B;, J’ are bounded. Also, Bf is open relative 
to Bi since every non-zero continuous linear functional on X is an open 
mapping. Since we can multiply pi by a suitable constant, we may assume 
that B:, J’c [-l/i, l/i]. Let H(S,)= K,,, H(S,)= K,, H(S,)= K,, and 
H(f(S,)) = K’. Then K, and K2 are compact and convex. By the definition 
of H and ( 1 ), we obtain that H(S2 - S,) does not intersect K,. Since 
S, - S, is compact, H(S2 - S,) is compact. Set K; = K2 - H(S2 - S,). Then 
K; is open relative to K,, and KocK;cK,cK2. For each keK2, let 
H,‘(k) = S, n H-‘(k) and F(k) = H(f(Hg’(k))). Since Pis self-determined 
(relative to S2 and f), F is a single-valued mapping from K, into 1, and 
F(K,) c K’. By the hypotheses of the theorem, we have 
F(K;) = HfH$(K;) = HfH,‘(K;) c Hf(S,)c K,, 
F’(K;)=HfH,‘(HfH,‘(K;))cHfH,‘H(f(S,)) 
=HfHf?~,,H(f(S,))=Hf(f(S,))=H(f2(S,))cK,. 
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By continuing in this way, we see that 
F’(G) = Kz, l<j<m-1. 
Similarly, we obtain 
F.‘(K;) c K,, m<j<<m-1. 
Using the arguments similar to those in the proof [S, p. 454, Lemma 41, 
we see that F is continuous. Since K. c K; and K; is open relative to K,, 
there exists an E>O such that 
N,:(Ko)nKK,cK;, (2) 
where N,( K,) is the s-neighborhood of K,, in I,. Set k, = N,(K,) n K,. 
Clearly, K1 is convex and open relative to K,. By (1) we have 
F’@,) = K,, l<j<m-1, 
F’(i?‘,) c K,, m<j<2m-1. 
It follows from Horn’s fixed point theorem that F has a fixed point k, E K,. 
Thus fH~‘(k,) c Hp’F(k,) = HP’(k,). Let 
Go = Hs,‘(hJ, G, = H,‘(b), G, = H,‘(k,). 
Then G, and G, are compact and convex since H is a continuous linear 
mapping, G, c G, c G, , and G, is open relative to G, by the definition of 
H.Inviewofthatfi(S,)cS,(1~j~m-l)andfH~’(k,)cH~’(k,),we 
obtain 
f(G,)=f(S,nH-‘(k,))=f(S,nH,,‘(k,)) 
cf(S,)nH-‘(k,)cS,nH-‘(k,)=G,, 
f(G,) =f(f(s, 1 n H- ‘kJ) =f(f(s, 1) n H.g’(M 
cf’(S,) n Hp’(k,) c S, n Hp’(k,) = G,. 
By continuing in this way, we obtain 
f’(G,)=Gz, l<j<m-1. 
Similarly, we have 
f’(G, = Go, mdjd2m-1. 
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By virtue of the definition of H, we see that Go, G,, and G, are the proper 
subsets of S,, S, , and S,, respectively. Thanks to Zorn’s lemma, there is 
a simple point set To = {x > c S, such that f’( T,) c T,, where T, 3 r, is 
some subset of S,. Therefore f’(x) = x (m < j< 2m - 1). If m = 1, then 
f(x)=x. If m> 1, then f”+‘(x)=fm(x)=x, i.e., j-(x)=x. It follows that 
f has a fixed point in So. Thus Theorem 1 is proved. 
EXAMPLE. Let X, = { cp ; cp : ( - co, 0] + R” is measurable, and 
jA \lq$0)ll’d0 < co for every compact subset A of (-co, 0]} (P 2 l), with 
the topology induced by the family of seminoms {I*,,} 
AA(P) = j” 
1 I 
1 lr 
IldW’de 3 VEX,, n= 1,2, . ..) 
-n 
where (I . II is any convenient norm on R”. It is clear that X, is a locally 
convex topological vector space. Hence, Horn’s fixed point theorem is true 
for X, by Theorem 1. 
According to Theorem 1 and [7, p. 72, Theorem 3.251, and proceeding 
analogously as in the proofs of [6, Theorems 7 and 121, we obtain the 
following theorems. 
THEOREM 2. Let S, c S1 c S, be subsets of a FrCchet space X, with So 
and Sz closed and convex and S, open relative to S2. Let f: Sz + X be a 
continuous, compact mapping such that, for some integer m > 0, 
.f’(S,)cS,7 l<j<m-1, 
f'(sl)~so> m<j<2m-I. 
Then f has a fixed point in So. 
THEOREM 3. Let S, c S, c S, be subsets of a Frechet space X, with So 
and S, closed and convex and S, open relative to Sz. Let f: Sz + X be a 
continuous, compact mapping such that, for some set of positive integers N, 
f i(s1),s2, for all j> 1, 
fj(S1)c&, jeN. 
Let c = gf(N) (the greatest common factor of all n E N). Then fC has a fixed 
point in So. 
Remark. Burton [3, p. 314, Remark] points out that Browder’s fixed 
point theorem [2, Theorem 21 does not seem to be entended to more general 
spaces. Since [6, Corollary 131 which is deduced from [6, Theorem 121 is 
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an extension of Browder’s fixed point theorem, the results above can be 
seen as a supplement o this. 
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